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(54) Lightweight audio system for automotive applications and method

(57) A housing assembly for a lightweight electronic
device for vehicular application is virtually "fastenerless"
and includes a one-piece case formed of a layered com-
posite structure including polymer based, electrically in-
sulating sheet material and electrically conductive sheet
material that is compression molded or hydroformed to
provide three-dimensional case details to accept one or
more electronic devices such as circuit boards required

for electrical control and display of vehicle based sys-
tems. The conductive sheet material is preferably a wire
mesh which provides shielding from electrical anomalies
and grounding of the circuit boards via exposed wire
mesh pads and adjacent ground clips. Major components
and subassemblies are self-fixturing during the final as-
sembly process, eliminating the need for dedicated tools,
fixtures and assembly equipment.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates generally to ap-
paratus for enclosing electrical subassemblies, and more
specifically relates to apparatus for efficiently securing
subassemblies to a chassis of an electrical assembly
such as an automobile radio, compact disc playing mech-
anism, cassette tape playing mechanism, navigational
aid, personal computer, personal and telematic commu-
nication devices or disk drive mechanism.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Devices such as automobile radios or personal
computers contain subassemblies such as cassette play-
ing mechanisms or disk drives that are attached to the
chassis using threaded fasteners. The chassis provides
structural support for the subassemblies and also pro-
vides electromagnetic shielding to limit electromagnetic
interference (EMI) experienced by, and/or created by the
device. The fasteners ensure that each subassembly
within the chassis is properly located and securely re-
tained within the chassis.
[0003] The use of such fasteners can have numerous
drawbacks, particularly in a high volume production set-
ting. The process for applying or installing fasteners can
vary, but there is usually some degree of automation re-
quired, ranging from manually loading a screw into a bit
on a pneumatic driver to using self-feeding automated
machines. Typically, the torque applied by the device
used to drive the fasteners must be monitored regularly
and adjusted in order to assure proper seating of the
fasteners. When fasteners are used, sheet metal toler-
ances, as well as tolerances of the fasteners themselves,
have to be maintained at tight levels to allow for the min-
imization of stress in the assembly when aligning multiple
fasteners with corresponding holes in the chassis and in
the subassembly.
[0004] When threaded fasteners are used to assemble
an electrical device, the assembly cycle time can be very
long especially in high volume production. An operator
assembling the device must typically first obtain the
threaded fastener, orient and position it in alignment with
the driver bit, then manipulate or actuate the machine to
drive the threaded fastener. Furthermore, using threaded
fasteners presents a risk of any one of the following up-
stream failures occurring: stripping of fastener threads;
insufficient torque resulting in an unseated fastener; ex-
cessive torque resulting in distension/deformation of the
fastener or adjacent electrical components; installation
of the wrong fastener type or size; foreign object damage
due to fasteners and/or metal shavings dropping onto
the assembly and/or subassembly; and stripping of the
head of the threaded fastener. Also, a fastener installa-
tion tool such as a driver and bit can slip off the fastener
and impact an electrical component resulting in a dam-

aged assembly.
[0005] If self-tapping fasteners are used, the process
of driving the self-tapping fasteners into sheet metal often
causes shavings of sheet metal to disperse into the as-
sembly. Such shavings have been known to cause elec-
trical failures, such as shorts or corruption of magnetic
components that can permanently damage the product.
If self-tapping fasteners are not used, an extra production
step is required to pre-form threads in the sheet metal of
the chassis and/or the subassembly to be installed within
the chassis.
[0006] Fasteners further require an additional invento-
ry burden on the production line in that the production
line must be continuously stocked with part numbers (fas-
teners) other than the integral components that add value
to the assembly. Also special tools specifically required
for assembly, using fasteners, such as drivers and bits,
must be continuously monitored and maintained for prop-
er performance, wear and torque specifications. Typical-
ly, the top and/or bottom surface of the chassis must be
secured in place after the subassembly is attached to the
chassis.
[0007] Special fixtures are often required on the pro-
duction line to secure a subassembly in a proper location
and orientation while it is mounted within the chassis with
fasteners. Such fixtures can be very complex, and the
use of such fixtures usually requires extra handling of
both the subassembly and of the resulting assembly
thereby adding to the production cycle time and poten-
tially compromising quality of the final product.
[0008] A radio/CD player 10 of ordinary complexity
may require fifty or more threaded fasteners to complete
the manufacturing process. Installation of that many fas-
teners may require that the in-process chassis be re-
positioned/re-fixtured ten to fifteen times as it passes
along an assembly line of eight to ten skilled workers/
work stations.
[0009] Vehicle entertainment systems usually include
an audio component such as a radio to enable receiving
signals from antennas, contain various forms of playback
mechanisms, and have the capacity to accept data from
user devices like MP3 players. Typically, the radio has a
decorative assembly that provides man-machine inter-
face as well as displaying pertinent data relative to the
selected media and audio settings. Also, the back-end
or chassis is constructed of metal to provide various func-
tions to ensure the performance of the radio in the vehic-
ular environment. The structure to contain the mass from
playbacks, the heat conductive properties, and the elec-
trical shielding and grounding are just a few of the ad-
vantages to using the metal construction. Unfortunately,
with the density of the metal, the disadvantage of added
weight is a side effect of the typical construction. In a
vehicle, added weight impacts fuel economy, as well as
other hidden costs during assembly that can affect the
cost of the product, like sharp edges of metal can be a
potential hazard for assemblers in the manufacturing
plant as well as added weight can limit the packaging of
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multiple parts in containers for inter and outer plant dis-
tribution.
[0010] Electrical components generate heat in use.
The heat must be dissipated away from the electrical
components to avoid damage that can be caused by ex-
cessive temperatures in the electrical components. For
example, excessive temperatures can cause delicate
electrical leads to fail or insulating materials to melt,
thereby causing a short circuit resulting in damage to, or
even failure of, the entire electrical device.
[0011] A convector is often mounted to an outer sur-
face of such a device to dissipate heat generated by com-
ponents by transferring the heat away from the compo-
nents and the device to the convector and then to the air
through radiation. In order to accomplish this, it is pref-
erable that the convector be physically in contact with
the component. The components and the convector can
be pressed together to allow even better heat conduction
from the components to the convector. Sometimes an
intermediary material such as a thermal pad or silicon
grease is used between the component and the convec-
tor to assist in creating an adequate heat transfer junc-
tion.
[0012] Many convectors are made from aluminum due
to the high heat conductivity of that material. Convectors
often include a plurality of fins to increase the effective
surface area of the convector and thereby increase the
rate at which the convector can dissipate heat. Typically,
aluminum, convectors are formed by an extruding proc-
ess, during which the fins can also be formed integrally
therewith.
[0013] Convectors are usually assembled to the com-
ponent or components during final assembly of the over-
all device in which they are used. At final assembly, com-
ponents such as single inline package (SIP) amplifiers
are already soldered into a printed circuit board. The or-
der of assembly can vary as to which component is as-
sembled into the chassis first. The printed circuit board
can be installed into the chassis before the convector is
mounted to the printed circuit board and the chassis. Al-
ternatively, the convector can be mounted to the chassis
before the printed circuit board is mounted to the con-
vector. Sometimes, the convector is assembled to the
printed circuit board to form a subassembly before being
assembled to the chassis.
[0014] Typically, components are attached to the con-
vector using a clip and one or more threaded fasteners
that extend through a hole in the clip and into a hole in
the convector. The clip, component and convector must
all be simultaneously held in a fixture and then be fas-
tened together with a threaded fastener. If the component
includes a hole to accept a threaded fastener, it can be
mounted directly to the convector using a threaded fas-
tener that extends through that hole, without using a clip.
[0015] The use of such fasteners can have numerous
drawbacks, particularly in a high volume production set-
ting. Often, each hole in the convector that receives a
fastener must be separately drilled or punched. This is

especially true for an extruded convector if the axis of
the hole is not aligned with the direction in which the
convector is extruded. The fastening process can vary,
but there is usually some degree of automation required,
ranging from manually loading a screw into a bit on a
pneumatically or electrically powered driver to using self-
feeding screw machines. Typically, the torque applied by
the device must be monitored regularly and adjusted in
order to assure proper seating of the fasteners.
[0016] The clamping force between the convector and
the component should be at a proper level to ensure suf-
ficient heat transfer to the convector. When fasteners are
used to attach the convector to the component, clamping
force is a function of the type of fastener and its condition
and degree of assembly (e.g. the level of torque applied
during installation of the fastener). Thus, a threaded fas-
tener that is not seated all the way will give less clamping
force than one that is seated all the way. Or, a stripped
or improper type of fastener may provide an insufficient
clamping force.
[0017] Special fixturing is often required to hold a com-
ponent in the proper location while it is mounted to the
convector using one or more fasteners. Such fixturing
can be very complex and use of such fixturing usually
requires extra handling of both the component and of the
resulting assembly, thereby adding to the production cy-
cle time and potentially compromising quality of the final
product.
[0018] When threaded fasteners are used, the assem-
bly cycle time can be very long, especially in high volume
production. The operator must specifically obtain the
threaded fastener, bring it in contact with the driver bit,
then drive the threaded fastened. If self-tapping fasteners
are used, the process of driving the self-tapping fasteners
into metal often causes metal shavings to disperse into
the assembly. Such shavings have been known to cause
electrical failures that can permanently damage the prod-
uct. If self-tapping fasteners are not used, an extra pro-
duction step is necessary to form threads in the metal of
the convector.
[0019] Accordingly, there is a need for electrical as-
semblies that do not require fasteners or tooling for se-
curing a component to a convector.
[0020] Vehicular radio chassis assemblies may typi-
cally contain a circuit board assembly and a playback
mechanism that may have ground points from the circuit
board to the enclosure. They also tend to have heat sinks
added for conducting unwanted heat away from the radio
circuit board power components to transfer the heat out-
side of the chassis. When the enclosure has been con-
structed of a non-metallic material such as plastic, the
grounding and shielding has been provided by a variety
of methods, including, but not limited to using a metal
wire mesh that is insert molded with the structure of the
plastic enclosure. Another method may include using lo-
calized shields that are assembled and soldered to the
circuit board. However, this approach only provides a
shield, not a ground. While plastic enclosures are desir-
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able for manufacturing assembly simplification through
the elimination of fasteners as well as weight reductions
from the metal enclosures, the capitalization to provide
a wire mesh insert to a plastic part has been a drawback,
especially in low volume applications. Also, the manu-
facturing process flow has typically coupled the wire
mesh insert fabrication cell directly with the plastic mold-
ing press, which may not be desired is the molding proc-
ess utilization is not at a high enough percentage of the
available molding press time.
[0021] Static electricity (electrostatics) is created when
two objects having unbalanced charges touch one an-
other, causing the unbalanced charge to transfer be-
tween the two objects. This phenomenon commonly oc-
curs in homes, vehicles and other environments when
the air is dry (i.e. has a characteristic relatively low level
of humidity). For instance, when a person slides onto a
car seat, electrons may transfer between the two, caus-
ing the surface of the person’s body to store a charge.
When the person, then, touches a vehicle component,
the charge may travel (discharge) from the body to the
component, thus creating static electricity. If the object
touched is an electronic device, such as a home stereo,
home theatre system, computer, vehicle entertainment
system or other electronic media system, this electrostat-
ic discharge can be harmful to the sensitive electronic
components of the device. For instance, when a person
slides onto a vehicle seat and inserts a disc into the car
stereo, a charge may travel from the body through the
disc to the sensitive electronic components in the vehicle
stereo. Similar problems may occur when using DVD and
other magnetic media and disc players.
[0022] Accordingly, problems with the drainage of a
static electric charge impacting sensitive electronic com-
ponents continue to persist.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The present invention provides numerous prod-
uct and process advantages which collectively result in
substantial cost and labor savings. By way of example,
the preferred design optimizes the assembly process. It
minimizes the required handling of major components
and subassemblies during the assembly cycle. Final as-
sembly is optimized, wherein only three major compo-
nents and subassemblies are involved. This minimizes
the number of work stations and fixtures, in-process
transfers between work stations and total assembly cycle
time. The inventive design permits selection of the opti-
mal mechanical product configuration for a given receiver
family. Furthermore, it permits idealized electrical and
mechanical building block partitioning for common and
unique elements.
[0024] The preferred embodiment of the invention con-
templates screwless final assembly without the use of
tools, fixtures and assembly machines. This greatly en-
hances in-process product flow in the factory, improves
scheduling of final assembly, and allows labor intensive

processes such as stick lead assembly to be largely
moved off-line. This greatly reduces both direct and in-
direct labor requirements. Furthermore, inventory control
is simplified inasmuch as position part proliferation is de-
ferred to or near the end of process.
[0025] The preferred embodiment of the invention pro-
vides an electronic system housing assembly and meth-
od which includes a compression molded three-dimen-
sional case configured to define a substantially closed
cavity, either in its own right, or in combination with a
front closure member. The case is formed of layered co-
alesced composite of one or more layers of relatively rigid
polymer sheet material and a layer of electrically conduc-
tive sheet material operative to shield an electronic com-
ponent within the cavity and to mount the housing as-
sembly within a host vehicle.
[0026] The automotive electronic system housing as-
sembly comprises a compression molded three-dimen-
sional case configured to define a substantially closed
cavity. Said case is formed of a layered coalesced com-
posite of relatively rigid polymer sheet material and elec-
trically conductive sheet material. The case is operative
to shield an electronic component carried within said cav-
ity from electrical anomalies. The case defines integral
engagement features operative to mount said electronic
component within said cavity and to mount said housing
assembly within a host automobile.
[0027] The case may include upper and lower coop-
erating case halves integrally interconnected along a
common edge thereof by a living hinge. The case is
formed of a layered coalesced composite of relatively
rigid continuous polymer sheet material and electrically
conductive sheet material. The material is operative to
shield an electronic component carried within a closed
cavity formed thereby from electrical anomalies. The
case defines integral engagement features operative to
mount said electronic component within the cavity and
to mount the housing assembly within a host automobile.
[0028] Also, the electrically conductive material com-
prises a wire screen. The coalescence is affected by pol-
ymer material from the polymer sheet material flowing
under compression loading within interstices of the wire
screen.
[0029] The living hinge comprises a continuous portion
of the layer of electrically conductive material integrally
bridging the adjacent case half edges.
[0030] The living hinge comprises a segment of said
layer of polymer material integrally bridging said adjacent
case half edges.
[0031] The case is formed of a layered coalesced com-
posite of inner and outer layers of continuous polymer
sheet material and an intermediate layer of electrically
conductive sheet material.
[0032] The electrically conductive material comprises
a wire screen and wherein the inner and outer layers of
polymer sheet material flow under compressive loading
within the interstices of the wire screen to form a knit line
substantially collocated on a center line of said wire
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screen.
[0033] A localized portion of the conductive material is
exposed within the cavity to affect an electrical ground
path to the electronic component.
[0034] Also, a localized portion of said conductive ma-
terial is exposed on an external surface of said case to
affect an electrical ground path to the host automobile.
[0035] The housing further comprises a discrete clo-
sure member cooperating with the case to enclose the
electronic component. The closure member forms of rigid
electrically conductive material or a layered coalesced
composite of relatively rigid continuous polymer sheet
material and electrically conductive sheet material.
[0036] The closure member comprises a trim panel in-
tegrating operator controls and displays carried adjacent
an outer surface of said closure member. The trim panel
conductive sheet material is in circuit with said case con-
ductive sheet material. The trim panel defines integral
features configured to cooperatively engage mating case
engagement features to affect fastenerless interconnec-
tion of said housing assembly and said trim panel.
[0037] The housing assembly further comprises a con-
vector for dissipating heat generated by a power device
incorporated with the electronic component. The convec-
tor is mounted externally on the case and it defines inte-
gral engagement features to affect fastenerless intercon-
nection of the housing assembly and the convector.
[0038] The upper case half defines a top wall, left and
right partial upper side walls.An upper partial rear wall,
and wherein said lower case half defines a bottom wall,
left and right partial lower side walls, and a lower partial
rear wall. The case defines a front opening when said
upper and lower case halves are in a folded orientation.
[0039] The invention is also about a method of fabri-
cating an automotive electronic system housing assem-
bly including a contoured case and at least one discrete
closure member cooperatively enclosing at least one
electronic component. The method comprises the steps
of:

forming a generally planer composite preform blank
consisting of at least one layer of relatively rigid pol-
ymer sheet material and at least one layer of elec-
trically conductive sheet material capable of shield-
ing said electronic component from electrical anom-
alies;
positioning said preform blank within a compression
mold apparatus wherein said blank registers with a
contoured die form within said apparatus;
actuating said compression mold apparatus, where-
by areas of said preform blank are selectively dis-
tended to substantially conform to said contoured
die to form said case to net shape; and
releasing and removing said case from said appa-
ratus, trimming and/or punching said case to final
net shape.
pre-heating said perform blank prior to positioning it
within said compression mold apparatus,

providing said polymer sheet material and said elec-
trically conductive sheet material from a continuous
source of feed stock.

[0040] The compression mold apparatus comprises a
hydroform mold that includes means to controllably the
position of the die form adjacent one surface of the pre-
form blank, and flexible, fluid-filled bladder means oper-
able to apply opposed surface pressure against an op-
posite surface of the preform blank to affect the distension
as a function of fluid pressure within the bladder and dis-
placement of the die form.
[0041] The case is formed into upper and lower case
halves integrally joined by an elongated living hinge.
[0042] The step of forming the composite preform
blank consists of forming a blank consisting of upper and
lower layers of relatively rigid polymer sheet material and
an intermediate layer of electrically conductive sheet ma-
terial capable of shielding said electronic component
from electrical anomalies.
[0043] The method further comprises the steps of:

affixing the electrical component to one of the case
halves;
folding the preform wall case halves about the living
hinge until the electrical component is substantially
enclosed by the case halves; and;
affixing respective pairs of cooperating engagement
features integrally formed on the case halves to re-
tain said case in a three-dimensional configuration,
affixing the closure member to the case to effect sub-
stantially complete enclosure of the electronic de-
vice.

These and other features and advantages of this inven-
tion will become apparent upon reading the following
specification, which, along with the drawings, describes
preferred and alternative embodiments of the invention
in detail.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] The present invention will now be described, by
way of example, with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

FIG. 1, is an exploded, perspective view of the cock-
pit area of an automobile, illustrating an instrument
panel mounted electronic system embodying the
present invention;
FIG. 2, is a perspective view of the inside details of
a compression molded clamshell-shaped case of the
electronic system of Figure 1, including upper and
lower case halves joined by a living hinge in an as-
molded configuration;
FIG. 3, is an exploded, perspective view of the clam-
shell case of Figure 2 aligned for assembly with an
electronic circuit assembly;
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FIG. 4, is a perspective view of the exploded assem-
bly of Figure 3 with the upper and lower case halves
folded about the living hinge to define a cavity en-
closing the electronic circuit assembly;
FIG 5 is an exploded, perspective view of the folded
case assembly of Figure 4 aligned for assembly with
a vehicle operator accessible trim panel;
FIG. 6, is a top plan view of the electronic system of
Figure 4;
FIG. 7, is a cross-sectional view of the electronic
system taken along lines 7-7 of Figure 6;
FIG. 8 is a broken segment of a portion of the cross-
sectional view of Figure 7 on an enlarged scale, il-
lustrating details of the mounting of the electronic
circuit assembly within the housing case between
two opposed locating pedestals;
FIG. 9, is a schematic representation of manufactur-
ing process equipment for producing a continuous
strip of composite/laminate (plastic/screen/plastic)
material for subsequent compression molding via
hydorform technique for formation of a case structure
of the electronic system of Figure 1;
FIG. 10, is a cross-sectional view of a hydroform die
employed in the manufacturing process of Figure 9,
including an upper portion including a draw ring and
a fluid filled flexible bladder, a lower portion guiding
a displaceable male punch die, and an intermediate
work piece;
FIG. 11, is a cross-sectional view of the hydroform
die of Figure 10, wherein the upper and lower por-
tions have been closed to clampingly engage the
work piece and the flexible bladder has been pres-
surized to press the work piece against the male
punch die to partially deform the work piece against
the male punch die;
FIG. 12, is a cross-sectional view of the hydroform
die of Figure 10, wherein the upper and lower por-
tions remain in the closed position and the male
punch die is hydraulically displaced upwardly to fully
deform the work piece to mimic the contours of the
male punch die;
FIG. 13, is a cross-sectional view of the hydroform
die wherein the fluid pressure in the bladder has been
released, the male punch die is retracted to its re-
leased position, and the upper and lower portions
are spaced to release the fully shaped work piece;
FIG. 14, is a broken segment of sheet wire mesh, on
an enlarged scale, of the type continuously deployed
from a center feed roller of figure 9;
FIG. 15, is a broken segment of feed material includ-
ing the wire mesh of Figure 14 arranged with upper
and lower layers of polymer sheet material prior to
hydroforming; and
FIG. 16, is a broken segment of post-hydroforming
coalesced composite material wherein localized por-
tions of the upper and lower polymer sheet material
flows inwardly within wire mesh interstices to me-
chanically couple therewith, forming a knit line nom-

inally coincident the center line of the adjacent wire
mesh.

[0045] Although the drawings represent varied embod-
iments and features of the present invention, the draw-
ings are not necessarily to scale and certain features may
be exaggerated in order to illustrate and explain the
present invention. The exemplification set forth herein
illustrates several aspects of the invention, in one form,
and such exemplification is not to be construed as limiting
the scope of the invention in any manner.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0046] Referring to Figure 1, an electronic system
housing assembly 2200, embodied in one application as
an automotive audio system, is illustrated in assembly
within a central opening 2202 formed in an instrument
panel 2204 of a host automobile. The housing assembly
2200 includes a three-dimensional case 2206 cooperat-
ing with an operator accessible trim panel 2208. As will
be described in greater detail herein, the case 2206 and
trim panel 2208 and/or a discrete closure member coop-
erate to define a substantially closed cavity for carrying
at least one electronic component such as a radio circuit
assembly.
[0047] Although primarily intended for application in
automotive audio systems, the present invention can also
be employed in packaging navigation, object detection,
telematics, system controllers, power supplies and other
systems including electronic devices requiring shielding
from electronic anomalies.
[0048] In the illustrative embodiment of the invention,
the instrument panel opening 2202 is located conven-
iently adjacent a designated operator seating position
whereby input/output devices and displays of the audio
system 2200 installed therein are easily accessible. The
case 2206 includes left and right longitudinally extending
guides 2210 and 2212, respectively, integrally formed
therewith. The instrument panel opening 2202 is config-
ured to nestingly receive the audio assembly 2200 which
is front-loaded therein. The instrument panel opening
2202 defines left and right sidewalls 2214 which include
opposed, cooperating longitudinally extending guide-
ways 2216 configured to slidingly receive the audio sys-
tem guides 2212 and 2214. Each case guide 2210 and
2212 forms a laterally inwardly directed notch 2218 there-
in including a rearwardly facing stop surface 2220. Guide-
ways 2216 form an integral catch 2222 which, upon in-
stallation of the audio system 2200, self-engages a cor-
responding stop surface 2220 to secure the front surface
of the trim panel 2208 with the adjacent portion of the
instrument panel 2204 without the need for separate fas-
teners. Referring to Figure 2, case 2206 is illustrated in
its "as formed" configuration illustrating the internal de-
tails thereof. As described herein, case 2206 is compres-
sion molded by hydroforming process forming a layered
coalesced composite of inner and outer discrete layers
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of relatively rigid polymer sheet material enclosing an
intermediate discrete layer of electrically conductive
sheet material, preferably wire screen. The sheets of pol-
ymer and conductive material are continuously fed in par-
allel alignment into the hydroforming press which serially
forms three-dimensional case blanks, which are trimmed
and punched to final net form either during the hydrofor-
ming process or thereafter as a separate process step.
[0049] In the preferred embodiment, case 2206 is
formed in a unitary clamshell configuration including a
first or upper case half 2224 and a second or lower case
half 2226 integrally interconnected along a common edge
by a living hinge 2228. The case halves 2224 and 2226
are substantially mirror-images of one another and con-
figured to be manually folded about common edge axis
X - X from the initial open position of Figure 2 to the closed
orientation of Figure 4 during the final assembly process.
Details of the case 2206 are described herein below as
if the case 2206 is in the folded orientation as illustrated
in Figure 4.
[0050] The upper case half 2224 defines a top wall
2230, left and right upper partial side walls 2232 and
2234, respectively, and an upper partial rear wall 2236.
The lowermost edges of the left and right upper partial
side walls 2232 and 2234 transition into laterally outward-
ly extending integral flanges 2238 and 2240, respective-
ly, and the lowermost edge of the upper partial rear wall
2236 transitions into a rearwardly extending integral
flange 2242. Flanges 2238, 2242 and 2240 extend sub-
stantially continuously about the lower edge of the upper
case half 2224 to provide a seat surface with the lower
case half 2226 and to rigidify the overall structure of the
housing assembly 2200. A laterally inwardly transiting
notch edge 2244 terminating in a stop surface 2246 is
formed in the outer portion of the flange 2238. Likewise,
a laterally inwardly transiting notch edge 2248 terminat-
ing in a stop surface 2250 is formed in the outer portion
of the flange 2240.
[0051] The top wall 2230 of the upper case half 2224
integrally forms two resilient, bifurcated engagement
tabs 2252 extending forwardly from the leading edge
2253 thereof for mounting the case 2206 to the trim panel
2208. A first, generally rectangular opening 2254 extends
through a portion of the upper partial rear wall 2236 and
the adjacent flange 2242. A second, semi-circular open-
ing 2256 extends through a portion of the upper partial
rear wall 2236 and the adjacent flange 2242. A pair of
spaced-apart pedestals 2258 is integrally formed in the
top wall 2230 and extend downwardly, terminating on a
mounting surface 2260.
[0052] The lower case half 2226 defines a bottom wall
2262, left and right lower partial side walls 2264 and 2266,
respectively, and an lower partial rear wall 2268. The
uppermost edges of the left and right upper partial side
walls 2264 and 2266 transition into laterally outwardly
extending integral flanges 2270 and 2272, respectively,
and the uppermost most edge of the lower partial rear
wall 2268 transitions into a rearwardly extending integral

flange 2274. Flanges 2270, 2274 and 2272 extend sub-
stantially continuously about the upper edge of the lower
case half 2226 to provide a seat surface with the upper
case half 2224 and to rigidify the overall structure of the
housing assembly 2200. A laterally inwardly transiting
notch edge 2276 terminating in a stop surface 2278 is
formed in the outer portion of the flange 2270. Likewise,
a laterally inwardly transiting notch edge 2280 terminat-
ing in a stop surface 2282 is formed in the outer portion
of the flange 2272.
[0053] The bottom wall 2262 of the lower case half
2226 integrally forms two resilient, bifurcated engage-
ment tabs 2284 extending forwardly from the leading
edge 2285 thereof for mounting the case 2206 to the trim
panel 2208. A first, generally rectangular opening 2286
extends through a portion of the lower partial rear wall
2268 and the adjacent flange 2274. A second, semi-cir-
cular opening 2288 extends through a portion of the lower
partial rear wall 2268 and the adjacent flange 2274. Rec-
tangular openings 2254 and 2286 are in lateral register
to cooperatively form a rectangular opening in the rear
wall of the case 2206. Likewise, semi-circular openings
2256 and 2288 are in lateral register to cooperatively
form a round opening in the rear wall of the case 2206.
A pair of spaced-apart pedestals 2294 are integrally
formed in the bottom wall 2262 and extend upwardly,
terminating in a mounting surface 2296. A short locating
boss 2298 extends above the mounting surface 2296. A
patch of wire screen 2300 is exposed on one or more of
the mounting surfaces 2260 and 2296 to affect electrical
interconnection with an electronic device subsequently
mounted within the case 2206.
[0054] Referring to Figure 3, an electronic component
configured to be carried within a cavity defined by the
case 2206. An electronic circuit assembly 2302 consists
of a generally planer substrate or circuit board 2304 con-
figured to carry processors 2306, integrated circuits
2307, discrete components 2308, a heat sink 2309 and
interconnecting circuit traces. As best seen in Figure 7,
circuit components can be mounted on both sides of the
circuit board 2304. A multi-circuit connector 2310 is
mounted on a leading edge 2312 of the circuit board 2304
for interfacing with the trim panel 2208. A multi-circuit
power and output connector 2312 and an antenna feed
connector 2314 are mounted on a trailing edge 2316 of
the circuit board 2304 for interfacing with the host vehicle
wire harness and antenna cable. The circuit board 2304
has a pair of spaced-apart mounting holes 2318 posi-
tioned to register with their respective mounting pedes-
tals 2294. Ground pads 2320 are formed on one or both
sides of the circuit board 2304 concentric with their re-
spective mounting holes 2318.
[0055] The case 2206 is assembled by placing it on a
generally flat work surface with the internal surfaces of
the case halves 2224 and 2226 facing upwards. The elec-
tronic circuit assembly 2302 is installed by manually
aligning it within one of the case halves 2224/2226. In so
doing, the power/input connector 2312 is nestingly re-
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ceived within the rectangular opening 2286 and the an-
tenna feed connector 2314 is nestingly received within
the semi-circular opening 2288 of the lower case half
2226. Simultaneously, the pedestals 2294 register with
their respective mounting holes 2318 with the locating
boss 2298 extending there through. When placed in the
assembled position, the mounting surface 2296 of each
pedestal 2294 retains the electronic circuit assembly
2302 in a spaced relation above the inner surface of the
lower case half 2226 and the exposed wire screen patch
electrically contacts the adjacent ground pad 2320.
[0056] Referring to Figure 4, after installation of the
electronic circuit assembly 2302 on the lower case half
2226, the upper case half 2224 is manually folded about
180° counterclockwise from the position illustrated in Fig-
ure 3 about living hinge 2228 axis X - X to assume its
assembled (closed) position illustrated in Figure 4. The
subassembly of the case 2206 with the electronic circuit
assembly 2302 is completed by the installation of fasten-
ers such as screws 2322 through holes 2261 in upper
pedestals 2258, and through mounting holes 2318 in the
circuit board 2304, threadably into corresponding holes
2299 in pedestals 2294.
[0057] When in the closed position, the flanges 2240,
2242 and 2244 of upper case half 2224 abut flanges
2272, 2274 and 2276, respectively, of lower case half
2226 to assure a rigid structure of case 2206. In so doing,
openings 2254 and 2256 engage and capture the power/
output connector 2312 and antenna feed connector 2314
in their installed positions. Furthermore, when in the
closed position, notched edge 2276 and stop surface
2278 of flange 2270 register with notched edge 2244 and
stop surface 2246 of flange 2238 to define left-hand notch
2218 and stop surface 2220 of Figure 1. Similarly, when
in the closed position, notched edge 2280 and stop sur-
face 2282 of flange 2272 register with notched edge 2248
and stop surface 2250 of flange 2240 to define right-hand
notch 2218 and stop surface 2220 of Figure 1.
[0058] As illustrated in Figure 4, the clamshell-type
case 2206 forms a three-dimensional configuration de-
fining a substantially closed cavity 2324 which, in appli-
cation shields the electronic circuit assembly 2302 from
electrical anomalies as described herein above. It is con-
templated that the case can be configured to fully enclose
the electronic circuit assembly 2302 by the addition of
integral front wall portions, or alternatively, to enclose the
electronic circuit assembly 2302 in combination with a
discrete metal or composite front closure member or,
preferably, by mounting the case 2206 directly to the read
surface of the trim panel 2208 as illustrated in Figure 5.
[0059] Referring to Figure 5, final assembly of the elec-
tronic system housing assembly 2200 is affected by man-
ual mating engagement of the case 2200 - electronic cir-
cuit 2302 subassembly with the operator accessible trim
panel 2208. The trim panel 2208 is constructed substan-
tially as described herein above, with the exception that
a rear surface closure member 2326 protectively enclos-
es internal components of the trim panel 2208. The clo-

sure member 2326 has an array of slot openings 2328
arranged to register with engagement tabs 2252 extend-
ing forwardly from the case 2206. A multi-circuit plug
2330 extends through the closure member 2326 to mat-
ingly engage the circuit board connector assembly 2310
to complete the electrical interface between the electron-
ic circuit assembly 2302 and the trim panel circuitry. Dur-
ing final assembly, each engagement tab 2252 registers
with and engages an associated slot opening 2328. Ac-
cordingly, no separate fasteners are required. If desired,
the screws 2322 of Figure 4 can be replaced by appro-
priate self-engaging features formed with the case halves
2224 and 2226.
[0060] Referring to Figures 6, 7 and 8, details of the
fully assembled electronic system housing assembly
2200 are illustrated. When fully assembled, the electronic
circuit assembly 2302 is supported at two locations be-
tween cooperating pedestals 2258 and 2294, as well as
at two locations along the rear case wall 2236 and 2268
via (1.) power output/connector 2314 extending through
rectangular opening 2254 and 2286 and (2.) antenna
feed connector 2314 extending through circular opening
2256 and 2288. The electronic circuit assembly 2302 is
generally centered vertically within the cavity 3324
formed by the case 2206 with components carried on
both the upper and lower surfaces of the circuit board
2304. It is contemplated that other features for position-
ing, locating, spacing, and/or isolating the electronic cir-
cuit assembly 2302 as well as other components dis-
posed within the case 2206 or externally thereof can be
integrally formed in as part of the hydroforming process.
For example, a heat sink can be mounted externally of
the case via integral retention features such as described
earlier herein with the addition of a window in the case
2206 for routing a thermal interconnection with a power
device disposed within the case 2206.
[0061] Referring to Figure 9, a hydroforming process
for producing composite material is illustrated, including
drawing polymeric sheet material off upper and lower
continuous rolls 2332 and 2334 to enclose an interme-
diate layer of wire screen from a third roll 2336. The three
discrete sheets are heated at station 2338, rolled togeth-
er at station 2340, hydroformed at station 2342, cut-off
or die cut, scribed, punched and treated at a station 2344,
and, finally, assembled at a workstation 2346.
[0062] Referring to Figures 10 - 13, details and oper-
ation of the hydroform station 2342 are illustrated. The
hydroform station 2342 includes an upper die portion
2346 and a lower die portion 2348. The upper die portion
2346 includes a top wall 2350 and downwardly extending
peripheral side walls 2352 defining a downwardly open-
ing cavity 2354 and which serves as a draw ring and an
upper blank holder 2356. A closed flexible bladder 2358
occupies the entire volume of the cavity 2354. The blad-
der 2358 is entirely filled with a substantially incompress-
ible liquid such as hydraulic fluid 2360. In operation, the
exposed, lower wall 2362 of the bladder 2358 acts upon
the upper surface of a work piece blank 2364 disposed
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immediately there below.
[0063] The hydraulic fluid 2360 in the bladder 2358 is
selectively pressurized/de-pressurized from a reservoir
2366 fluidly coupled with the bladder 2358 via a sealed
feed line 2368. A piston 2370 is displaceable within the
reservoir 2366 to effect the controlled pressurization/de-
pressurization of the bladder 2358 in response to a con-
trol valve 2374 fed by a pressure source 2372. A pressure
sensor 2376 communicating with the bladder 2358 op-
erates to sense and display the instantaneous pressure
therein and provide a feedback signal to the control valve.
[0064] The lower die portion 2348 includes a bottom
wall 2378 and upwardly extending peripheral side walls
2380 defining an upwardly opening cavity 2382 and
serves as a lower blank holder 2384. A male punch 2386
is disposed within said walls 2380 and is displaceable
upwardly/downwardly. The upper surface 2388 of the
male punch 2386 forms fixed contours and concavities
which substantially mimic the basic "as molded" shape
of the case 2206 of Figures 1 - 7. In the released position
illustrated in Figure 10, the male punch 2386 is in its fully-
retracted, downward most position, with the bottom sur-
face 2390 of the male punch 2386 in close proximity with
bottom wall 2378. The variable volume extending be-
tween the bottom surface 2390 of the male punch 2386
and the inner bottom wall 2378 of the lower die portion
2348 defines a sealed cavity 2392. Cavity 2392 is filled
with an incompressible liquid such as hydraulic fluid
which is selectively pressurized/de-pressurized from a
pressurized reservoir feed 2394 through a control valve
2396 interconnected with cavity 2392 through a sealed
feed line 2398. Suitable controllers 2400 and 2402 pro-
vide control signals to activate, cycle and deactivate the
hydroforming station 2342.
[0065] Referring to Figures 9 and 10, feedstock for the
hydroform station 2342 consists of a continuous upper
sheet 2404 of relatively rigid polymer material from upper
roll 2332, a continuous lower sheet 2406 of relatively rigid
polymer material from lower roll 2334, and a continuous
intermediate sheet 2408 of conductive material (prefer-
ably perforated sheet or wire screen) from middle roll
2336. The three sheets are heated and rolled together
at station 2340, forming a continuous sheet of at least
partially coalesced composite, which enters the hydro-
forming station 2342 either as a continuous sheet or as
work piece blank 2364. Although cutting, punching and
trimming process steps are illustrated as taking place in
a subsequent process step at station 2344, they can be
implemented within the hydroforming station 2342
whereby, the continuous composite sheet material can
be formed to net or final shape in the hydroform station
2342.
[0066] Referring to Figure 10, the hydroforming station
2342 is illustrated at the beginning or first step of a cycle
of operation. As illustrated, the fluid in both the upper and
lower die portions 2346 and 2348, respectively, have
their hydraulic fluids de-pressurized, whereby the blad-
der 2358 is fully drawn upwardly into the cavity 2354 of

the upper die portion 2346 and the male punch 2386 is
fully drawn downwardly into the cavity 2382 of the lower
die portion 2348. As indicated by arrow 2410, the upper
and lower die portions 2346 and 2348, respectively, are
vertically separated sufficiently to enable horizontal in-
sertion of the work piece blank 2364 in register with the
upper and lower blank holders 2356 and 2384, respec-
tively.
[0067] Referring to Figure 11, the hydroforming station
2342 is illustrated at the second step of a cycle of oper-
ation. As illustrated, the work piece blank 2364 has been
registered with the upper and lower blank holders 2356
and 2384, respectively, and the upper and lower die por-
tions 2346 and 2348, respectively, have been closed to
clampingly engage the peripheral edge of work piece
blank 2364. The fluid in the bladder 2358 in the upper
die portion 2346 has been pressurized; whereby the low-
er bladder wall 2362 is distended downwardly at least
partially into the cavity 2382 of the lower die portion 3248.
In so doing, the lower bladder wall 2362 displaces the
exposed portion of the work piece 2364 downwardly into
at least partial engagement and conformance with the
upper surface 2388 of the male punch 2386. This is ac-
complished by opening valve 2374 to drive piston 2370
to its downward most limit of travel, thereby injecting ad-
ditional fluid into the bladder 2358. As indicated by the
pressure sensor 2376, the pressure within the bladder
2358 has increased sufficiently to at least partially deform
the work piece 2364.
[0068] Referring to Figure 12, the hydroforming station
2342 is illustrated at the third step of a cycle of operation.
As illustrated, the bladder 2358 remains fully charged
with fluid and, simultaneously, control valve 2396 is
opened by controller 2402, diverting pressurized fluid into
sealed cavity 2392 through feed line 2398. As cavity 2392
fills, the male punch 2386 is forcefully displaced upwardly
against the exposed lower surface of the work piece blank
2364 until the offsetting downward force applied by the
fluid-filled bladder applies an offsetting force. Insodoing,
the lower bladder wall 2362 displaces the exposed por-
tion of the work piece 2364 downwardly into complete
engagement and conformance with the upper surface
2388 of the male punch 2386. As indicated by the pres-
sure sensor 2376, the pressure within the bladder 2358
has increased sufficiently to fully deform the work piece
2364 into its final net shape.
[0069] Referring to Figure 13, the hydroforming station
2342 is illustrated at the fourth step of a cycle of operation.
As illustrated, the sealed cavity 2392 in the lower die
portion 2348 has been drained, lowering the male punch
2386 back to its retracted position illustrated in Figure
10. Simultaneously, the bladder 2358 has been partially
drained with the fluid flowing back into the reservoir 2366,
driving the piston 2370 back to its original position illus-
trated in Figure 10. As indicated by the pressure sensor
2376, the pressure within the bladder 2358 has returned
to its initial released value. Finally, the upper and lower
die portions 2346 and 2348, respectively, have been
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opened to release the peripheral edge of work piece
blank 2364 which has been transformed into a fully co-
alesced composite case 2412. Subsequently, the com-
pression molded hydroformed case 2412 is horizontally
removed from the hydroforming station 2342 and trans-
ferred to the trim-punch station 2344 (if required), and
ultimately to the final assembly station 2346.
[0070] Referring to Figures 14 - 16, the coalescence
process that takes place in the work piece blank 2346
during the process steps of Figures 10 - 13 is illustrated.
Figure 14 illustrates a representative broken segment of
wire screen 2414 consisting of a number of substantially
horizontal, spaced filaments 2416 and a number of sub-
stantially vertical, spaced filaments 2418 configured in a
basket weave to form an array of openings or interstices
2420 there between. It is contemplated that other weave
types or, alternatively, an array of perforations formed in
a sheet of conductive material can be employed in prac-
ticing the present invention.
[0071] Referring to Figure 15, a representative ar-
rangement of an upper polymer sheet 2422, a lower pol-
ymer sheet 2424 and an intermediate sheet of wire
screen 2426 juxtaposed as fed into the roller station 2340
of Figure 9 is illustrated. As illustrated, the upper and
lower polymer sheets 2422 and 2424, respectively, are
not yet deformed, but may be adhered or bonded to one
another by adhesive, welding, plating, coating or the like.
The roller station 2340 presses the three sheets 2422,
2424 and 2426 together in intimate surface contact as a
"sandwich". The sheets 2422, 2424 and 2426 may be
partially deformed in this step, but retain their distinctive
discrete appearance. During the next process steps (re-
fer Figures 11 and 12) the bladder 2358 applies high
downward pressure to the entire exposed surface of the
composite as indicated by an arrow 2428. Simultaneous-
ly or subsequently, the male punch 2386 applies a high,
substantially offsetting upward pressure to the entire ex-
posed lower surface of the composite as indicated by an
arrow 2430.
[0072] Referring to Figure 16, the process affected by
the hydroforming station 2342, wherein the substantially
discrete layers of the composite feed stock or work piece
blank are compressed and reduced into a coalesced
composite, is illustrated. An important aspect of the hy-
droforming process is that the individual filaments of the
wire screen are reshaped during hydroforming from their
original serpentine configuration to their final net form
simultaneously as adjacent polymer material flows in-
wardly, encasing the elements in a unified structure. Be-
cause of this phenomena, the individual filaments are
supported along their entire length, and are not unduly
stressed and do not tend to undesirable localized neck-
ing, thinning or rupturing. Figure 16 illustrates, in cartoon
form, localized flow regions 4232 which extend inwardly
from both polymer sheets through adjacent interstices
and around the individual strands or filaments composing
the wire mesh. Taking a macroscopic view, the discrete
generally planer constituent sheets of polymer and con-

ductive materials are locally selectively deformed by the
hydroforming process in conformance with the concavi-
ties defined by the male punch while avoiding localized
thinning or rupturing.
[0073] When inner and outer polymer sheets of nearly
equal thickness are employed, the flow of the polymer
material during the hydroforming process will result in
the wire mesh being oriented substantially centrally in
the resultant composite structure, with a knit line 2434
between the two polymer sheets being centered with the
nominal center plane A - A of the wire mesh 2426. In this
condition, material from each of the two sheets of polymer
material fully encases at least segments of the individual
wire filaments, resulting in an extremely robust composite
structure, which in not prone to delaminating. Alterna-
tively, with inner and outer polymer sheets of differing
thickness, the flow of the polymer material during the
hydroforming process will result in the wire mesh being
oriented closer to the outer surface of the composite
structure associated with the thinner polymer sheet. This
can position the wire mesh, or a selected portion thereof
adjacent a surface of the composite structure or actually
exposed through.
[0074] It is to be understood that the invention has been
described with reference to specific embodiments and
variations to provide the features and advantages previ-
ously described and that the embodiments are suscep-
tible of modification as will be apparent to those skilled
in the art.

Claims

1. An automotive electronic system housing assembly
(2200 comprising:

a compression molded three-dimensional case
(2206) configured to define a substantially
closed cavity (2324), said case (2206) formed
of a layered coalesced composite of polymer
sheet material and electrically conductive sheet
material operative to shield an electronic com-
ponent (2302) carried within said cavity (2324)
from electrical anomalies, said case (2206) de-
fining integral engagement features (2294,
2298, 2216) operative to mount said electronic
component (2302) within said cavity (2324) and
to mount said housing assembly (2200) within
a host automobile.

2. An automotive electronic system housing assembly
(2200) as set in claim 1 wherein the case (2206) is
a clamshell-shaped case (2206) including upper
(2224) and lower (2226) cooperating case halves
integrally interconnected along a common edge
thereof by a living hinge (2228).

3. The housing assembly (2200) as set in any of the
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preceding claim, wherein said electrically conductive
material comprises a wire screen (2300).

4. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 3, wherein
said coalescence is affected by polymer material
from said polymer sheet material flowing under com-
pression loading within interstices of said wire screen
(2300).

5. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 2, wherein
said living hinge (2228) comprises a continuous por-
tion of said layer of electrically conductive material
integrally bridging said adjacent case half edges
(2224, 2226).

6. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 2, wherein
said living hinge (2228) comprises a segment of said
layer of polymer material integrally bridging said ad-
jacent case half edges (2224, 2226).

7. The housing assembly (2200) as set in any of the
preceding claim, wherein a localized portion of said
conductive material is exposed within said cavity to
affect an electrical ground path (2320) to said elec-
tronic component (2302).

8. The housing assembly (2200) as set in any of the
preceding claim, wherein a localized portion of said
conductive material is exposed on an external sur-
face of said case (2206) to affect an electrical ground
path to said host automobile.

9. The housing assembly (2200) as set in any of the
preceding claim, further comprising a discrete clo-
sure member (2326) cooperating with said case
(2206) to enclose said electronic component (2306),
said closure member formed of rigid electrically con-
ductive material or a layered coalesced composite
of continuous polymer sheet material and electrically
conductive sheet material.

10. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 9, wherein
said closure member (2326) comprises a trim panel
(2208) integrating operator controls and displays
carried adjacent an outer surface of said closure
member (2326), wherein said trim panel (2208) con-
ductive sheet material is in circuit with said case con-
ductive sheet material.

11. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 10, wherein
said trim panel (2208) defines integral features
(2328) configured to cooperatively engage mating
case engagement features (2252) to affect fasten-
erless interconnection of said housing assembly
(2200) and said trim panel (2208).

12. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 2, further
comprising a convector for dissipating heat generat-

ed by a power device incorporated with said elec-
tronic component (2302), said convector mounted
externally on said case and defining integral engage-
ment features to affect fastenerless interconnection
of said housing assembly and convector.

13. The housing assembly (2200) of claim 2, wherein
upper case half (2224) defines a top wall, left and
right partial upper side walls, and an upper partial
rear wall, and wherein said lower case half (2226)
defines a bottom wall, left and right partial lower side
walls, and a lower partial rear wall, and wherein said
case (2206) defines a front opening when said upper
(2224) and lower (2226) case halves are in a folded
orientation.

14. A method of fabricating an automotive electronic sys-
tem housing assembly (2200) including a contoured
case and at least one discrete closure member co-
operatively enclosing at least one electronic compo-
nent (2306), said method comprising the steps of:

forming a generally planer composite preform
blank (2364) consisting of at least one layer of
polymer sheet material and at least one layer of
electrically conductive sheet material capable of
shielding said electronic component (2306) from
electrical anomalies;
positioning said preform blank (2364) within a
compression mold apparatus (2342) wherein
said blank r(2364) egisters with a contoured die
form within said apparatus;
actuating said compression mold apparatus
(2342), whereby areas of said preform blank
(2364) are selectively distended to substantially
conform to said contoured die to form said case
(2206) to net shape; and
releasing and removing said case (2206) from
said apparatus (2342).

15. The method of claim 16, wherein said compression
mold apparatus (2342) comprises a hydroform mold
including means to controllably position said die form
adjacent one surface of said preform blank (2364),
and flexible, fluid-filled bladder means operable to
apply opposed surface pressure against an opposite
surface of said preform blank (2364) to affect said
distension as a function of fluid pressure within said
bladder and displacement of said die form.
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